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Trunk Notes - An iPhone Personal Wiki and Advanced Note Taking App
Published on 02/06/10
UK based Apps On The Move today released Trunk Notes 2.1.0, a flexible personal wiki for
the iPhone and iPod touch. Trunk Notes is the ideal mobile information system for both
personal and business use. A powerful wiki engine enables notes to be quickly linked
together creating a network of information. The latest version supports text, image and
now voice wiki entries enabling users to capture more of their information in one place.
Birmingham, United Kingdom - Apps On The Move today is pleased to announce Trunk Notes
2.1.0, a flexible personal wiki for the iPhone and iPod touch. Trunk Notes is the ideal
mobile information system for both personal and business use. The latest version supports
text, image and now voice wiki entries enabling users to capture more of their information
in one place.
"Personal Wiki technology turns an already powerful note taking app into the ultimate
solution for users who need to manage lots of information on the go" said Matthew Kennard,
the founder of Apps On The Move. "Trunk Notes is easy to get started with, but offers
users who need it the power required to create an information system suited to their
needs."
Comments from enthusiastic users include "what a game changing gem", "extremely powerful
and flexible", "Trunk Notes must be one of the best kept secrets in the App Store" and
"easy to get started, great power".
Trunk Notes is the ideal app for managing hundreds or even thousands of notes. A powerful
wiki engine enables notes to be quickly linked together creating a network of information.
Dynamic content allows users to set up Trunk Notes to display their most important and
urgent information where and when required.
Trunk Notes makes use of the straightforward Markdown wiki syntax for formatting headings,
lists and text. Users can get started with no prior knowledge due to handy toolbar buttons
to quickly create headings and lists. Numbered and bullet lists work just like they do in
a word processor with automatic list continuation and multiple levels of indentation.
Apps On The Move demonstrates how the iPhone and iPod touch can be turned into powerful
information management tools. One of the core principles behind Apps On The Move is that
users should be in total control of their data. A personal wiki created in Trunk Notes can
be quickly exported and read in any text editor, data is kept under the control of the
user. Apps On The Move continues to release updates with features designed in
collaboration with an active community of users.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone and iPod touch
* Requires iPhone OS 3.0 or later
* 0.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Trunk Notes 2.1.0 ($3.99) and Go Calc ($5.99) can be purchased on the iTunes App Store.
Promo codes are available on request if you would like to review either Trunk Notes or Go
Calc. Provide details of your website, blog or other media organization when contacting
Apps On The Move.
Apps On The Move:
http://www.appsonthemove.com
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Trunk Notes 2.1.0:
http://www.appsonthemove.com/trunk
Purchase and Download:
http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=302880785&mt=8
Media Assets:
http://appsonthemove.com/media/

Apps On The Move is committed to identifying and developing mobile productivity
applications designed specifically for use on the go. Apps On The Move is the developer
behind Trunk Notes, a personal wiki and advanced note taking app, and Go Calc, a tool for
creating custom calculators. Copyright (C) 2010 Apps On The Move, Matthew Kennard. All
Rights Reserved.
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